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Background:

In April 2013, the Government announced new �nding of £150 million for Physical Education (PE)

and sport.  This �nding should be used to improve the quality and breadth of PE and Sport

provision.  This �nding is ring-fenced to be used for sport specific areas to make an impact in

Physical Education and Sport in schools.



Schools are free to determine how best to use this �nding to improve the quality and breadth of PE and

Sport provision, including increasing participation in PE and Sport so that all pupils develop healthy lifestyles

and reach the performance levels they are capable of.

The revised vision for the Primary PE and Sport Premium is:

VISION

All pupils leaving primary school are physically literate and with the knowledge, skills and m�ivation

necessary to equip them for a healthy lifestyle and lifelong participation in physical activity and sport.

OBJECTIVE: To achieve self-sustaining improvement in the quality of PE and sport in primary schools.

We would expect indicators of such improvement to include:

• the engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – kick-starting healthy active lifestyles

• the profile of PE and sport being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement

• increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

• broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils

• increased participation in competitive sport
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Intent and implementation at Manor Park

We set off on our journey 5 years ago to reinstate the field equipment a�er the existing equipment was no

longer fit for purpose.

In the document Sportsafe, a recent blog highlighted the benefits of trim trial like equipment in primary

schools highlighting “Trim Trails are the perfect way to get children outside and exercising with a clear focus

on �n. Exploring the surrounding environment becomes an exciting new challenge as they tackle the series of

playground equipment, helping them build confidence and ability”.

The blog report goes onto highlight the 5 ways in which trim trails benefit schools

● Develops �ndamental movement skills

● Builds self-esteem and confidence

● Improves spatial awareness and co-ordination

● Increase resilience

● Improves strength and fitness levels

Through the Olympic Legacy and Sports premium along with an additional grant we were able to install a play

trail around the perimeter of the school field to engage all pupils in physical well being, play and challenge.

We consulted with our pupils through school council meetings to decide upon the pieces they would like. We

included a range of equipment, working at lower levels and at height, to interest and challenge  our youngest

pupils in Preschool to our oldest in Year 4. The trail has been complemented by solar stop clocks, mound

landscaping and score boards for children to take ownership of their games and to prom�e imagination to

create new ones. We have also added basketball rings to our top playground MUGA, a ball sho� to our

smaller playground and some smaller pieces to our continuous provision areas in Reception and Year 1 to

prom�e outdoor physical fitness in all weathers. We have also invested heavily (over £1,000) in sports
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equipment to use at playtimes to prom�e physical fitness and engagement among our pupils. Pupils have

the opportunity to take part in a range of sports and games independently, as a group or team and build upon

skills learnt in PE lessons.

We have also used our Olympic Legacy money for staff CPD in the last 5 years, complimenting our second

hour with a sports coach. Staff have been trained week on week in games, gymnasti� and dance through the

use of a qualified coach which has proved invaluable to building skills and confidence amongst our talented

staff.

Our Year 4 pupils currently go swimming at Dorchester 1610 Sports centre throughout the year. Children are

taught to swim different strokes and water confidence and safety. Over half of our Year 4 can swim 25

metres- an expectation that is n� expected until the end of KS2.

Impact

In a recent pupil voice, pupils spoke of their experiences positively using the new equipment on the field at

playtimes, lunchtimes and with their teachers. It has prom�ed positive behaviours in our pupils with turn

taking and taking an element of risk in their play. Pupils spoke eloquently about how a good playtime

prom�es their well being and allows them to be prepared for learning back in the classroom.

From a recent parent forum, “99 % of children in KS2 feel that play times have improved since the new Play

Trail has been in use.”

Sports leaders have reported that children are increasingly becoming more skilled using the equipment and

are creating their own games, which reflect sportsmanship values such as turn taking, self awareness,

confidence, independence, creative and tactile thinking and skill.
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